The Career Quest of Your Life
I think it is important to remember how you got to be a professional in your field of study. Especially, who were some of the people that you met along the way and helped you become the person you are today. During this Career Quest, I met some great GW alumni. I interacted with people who are very enthusiastic about their careers while others inspire me to be better person. Overall, this trip held a memorable and meaningful experience in my college education as a GW student.

Personally, I don’t know if I would have gotten the same opportunity anywhere else. To be more specific, the group of students who were part of this Career Quest made this trip much more interesting. We were a group of diverse students with different majors and concentrations. As a group, we learned about one another and shared a scholarship that few get to experience. However, all of this would not have been possible without the hard work of the career center coordinators their ability to put together such an impressive Career Quest for student to network with companies such a Google, Facebook, Palantir, Thumbtack, PopSugar, Pandora and The Golden State Warriors, to name a few, really is a fantastic task. Finally, this trip has motivated me to continue meeting GW alumni, and scholars.